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 ANCIENT DANCE
is on the run

Dance Preservation

Dance is humanity’s oldest expression. Today, there are living dance traditions 
with unbroken transmissions from dancer to dancer extending back in time. These 
dances are hundreds and even thousands of years old.  Some of these dances are 
older than spoken language and the advent of writing: truly prehistoric. 

These ancient dances are endangered with extinction. Endangered dance? Yes, 
there are many factors threatening the continued transmission of dance practice: 
political instability; religious fanaticism; war; diaspora; lack of documentation; an 
absence of survival strategies.

Core of Culture is an organization made up of a network of professionals around 
the world. We are joined in efforts  to sustain the living transmission of movement 
practice in ancient dance, as well as endangered movement traditions in the 
healing, meditation and martial arts. 

“The ancient  Tibetan religious dances which were handed down through the 
centuries are pitifully degraded in their own places. Their survival is now in 
question. However, the CoC fortunately has hatched out a project to save 
this endangered tradition. It has already worked in Ladakh and soon will be 
recording in Bhutan.  This project therefore constituents a timely rain.”

Samten Karmay • Director of Research emeritus,  National Centre of Scientific Research (CNRS), 
Paris • Former president of the International Association of Tibetan Studies (IATS)

What can you do to help?
Join the Friends of Core of Culture to keep the dancers dancing. Your 
contribution of $50 helps keep living history alive. You’ll receive our 
newsletter, reporting on  the fascinating and fragile ecology of endangered 
dances around the world and our efforts to keep it healthy. In appreciation of your 
support, you’ll receive as our gift the DVD “Lamayuru Sanctuary of Dance”, a rare 
documentation of the dance technique of Tibetan Buddhist Monks. Your gift in 
any amount is a gift to dance survival.

Find out more by visiting: 
www.coreofculture.org

Send your tax-deductible contribution to:

Core of Culture
PO Box 607531
Chicago, IL  60626

Counterclockwise from upper right: Nighat Chaundry, Lahore • Royal Academy of Performing Arts, 
Kingdom of Bhutan • Prajwal Vajracharya, Kathmandu • Stephanie Clemens, Chicago • Drukpa Kagyu 
Monks, Thimphu • Lori Belilove, New York • Rangdol Nyima Rinpoche, Ladakh (in background)

Core of Culture Dance Preservation is a Registered 501(c )3 tax-exempt charitable organization. 

step by step since 
the dawn of time


